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Themes: The paper unpacks the aesthetics of the front room created by immigrants from the Caribbean in UK in terms of its social and cultural meanings. It raises questions about the constructions of diaspora, identity, race, class and gender in the domestic interior.

Abstract: The front room is a phenomenon that resonates in many migrant communities and emanates from the Victorian parlour. It was the room you weren’t allowed in unless there were guests and no matter how poor you were if the front room looked then you were decent people. Also as a room dressed by the mother of the home, the front room speaks to working class respectability and gendered practices in the domestic domain. Post World War II West Indian immigrants arrived in the UK with a sense of ‘good grooming’ and in struggling to find a home, they created front rooms which signified aspirational desires expressed through a consumer fetish for artificial things cherished for future with colourful patterns and opulence. Key items of furniture included the drinks cabinet laden with rarely used glasses and the ‘Blue-Spot’ radiogram on which was heard Jim Reeves especially on a Sunday. Many surfaces were covered with ornate crochet dollies, artificial flowers and blow glass fish and upholstered settees were either plastic covered or had chair backs. Wall hangings reflected moral codes such as family in terms of studio composed framed photographs, religion with images such as ‘The Last Supper’, home with black velour scrolls with the map of their home island and education with certificates of achievement. The aesthetics of the ‘West Indian’ front room is less an imitation of middle class values or valorised white-bias ideals of beauty, but rather the performance of status and the creolisation of popular culture. As a sacred shrine, the front room was a contradictory space in a post colonial discourse, and its legacy for Black British identities raises questions of inter-generational diasporic identities, disavowal through material culture.

For more information about The Front Room visit: www.thefrontroom.org
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